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Motivation

• Recent (from Boomerang onwards) CMB observations have shown that
cosmic strings cannot be the dominant source of cosmological perturba-
tions.

• Hence, the best way to detect strings using the CMB is by looking for
their specific non-Gaussian signatures in CMB maps.

So why bother with the C`’s?

• Useful to provide upper bounds on cosmic string contribution:

C` = αCinflation
` + (1− α)Cstrings

` .

• Provides a consistency test by comparing between different methods.



C` extraction from maps

• Cosmic string induced CMB fluctuations maps’ size and resolution are
limited by the dymamic range of the string simulations.

• The `-range probed by a simulation is limited:

`max ' N/2 for all-sky maps

`min ' 1/θ and `max ' N`min for patch-of-sky maps

• We need to add power spectra from maps probing different angular scales,
and hence use simulations probing different epochs and physical scales.

• To minimise the effect of cosmic variance, it is better to average each
partial power spectrum over many maps.



• For all-sky maps, we can use spherical harmonics to decompose the
temperature fluctuations:

∆T

T
=
∑

a`mY
m
` ;

and we can use the usual estimator for the power spectrum:

Ĉ` =
1

2`+ 1

∑
`

|a`m|2 .

• For small patches of sky, we can use the flat-sky approximation to de-
compose the temperature fluctuations in Fourier modes:

∆T

T
=
∑

ake
ı̇k.x .

In this scheme, the power spectrum is well approximated by:

Ĉ` =
1

N|k|,∆k

∑
|k|,∆k

|a`=k|2 .



• The maps used were computed using the methods in ML & Shellard,
Phys. Rev. D67, 103512 (2003). We used h = 0.72, Ωbh

2 = 0.02,
Ωtot = 1 and ΩΛ = 0.7.

• The all-sky map is from ML & Shellard, Phys. Rev. D69, 023003 (2004)
and the small angle maps are from ML & Shellard, astro-ph/0310229.





C` computation from UETC’s

• Topological defects in general and cosmic strings in particular are inco-
herent, i.e.

< Θµν(k, η)Θµν(−k, η′) > 6= A(k, η)B(k, η′) .

• However, it was shown that, the incoherent UETC’s could be expanded
into an infinite sum of coherent sources, i.e.

< Θµν(k, η)Θµν(−k, η′) >=
∑
n

λnvn(kη)v∗n(kη′) .

• This fact was exploited by Pen et al. 1997 and then by Durrer et al.
1999, Contaldi et al. 1999,... to compute C`’ directly from simulations,
thus bypassing the maps.

• The main advantage of this method is that because of scaling, one can
probe times and epochs much greater than the dymamic range of the
defect simulations.



• This method has not been fully implemeted for networks of Nambu-Goto
strings so ML, Martins & Shellard decided to get into the game using
the Allen-Shellard code. (Note: Ringeval et al. are also working on this problem
using the Bennett-Bouchet code)

• One of the difficulties implementing this method for NG strings is the
much longer time taken for the network to relax from the radiation scaling
density to the matter scaling density.

• To make matters worse, late time domination of the cosmological con-
stant also breaks scaling =⇒ We must break the evolution in periods
during which scaling is a good approximation and add the contributions
together.





Comparison with observations

• We can compare our power spectrum with observations if we combine it
with an inflationary power spectrum, e.g. Battye & Weller 2000, Contaldi
et al. 1999, Bouchet et al. 2002, Bevis et al. 2004,...

• Since our results are still preliminary, a complete statistical comparison
with the data would not be very meaningful. However, a qualitative
examination reveals that a Universe with 6% appears to fit the data well.



Conclusion

• Although cosmic strings not the dominant source of cosmological per-
turbations and that maps of the CMB sky are the main focus, it is still
important to consider the C`’s of strings.

• Preliminary results already indicate a good agreement between two very
different methods to compute the string induced C`’s from string network
simulations.

• Bearing in mind the large uncertainty due to preliminary nature of our
results, a contribution of the order of 6% is still allowed by observations.


